
Why is It, asks Frank
Seninsky, that the entire

coln-op industry can t,
after 70 years, agree and

communicate standard
definitions for

redemption games ticket
payout percentage, cost

of sales, ticket value, and
average token value?

Here he tells us why he s
stili amazed that many

games and merchandise
managers of both large
and small amusement

parks and FECs throw
such terms around, little

realislng that everyone
seems to have their own

interpretation.

I was very fortunate as a young man entering this
Industry to have learned the secrets of redemption
from the great masters who operated the top grossing
boardwalk arcades on the New jersey Shore. For the
past 33 years I have taken this knowledge. expanded
upon it and presented more than 100 seminars on this
topic. It has become quite clear that ifyou are willingto
accul.ately define relevant redemption terms and set
your redemption games and prize point formulas
accordingly. your redemption game revenues can be
increased substantially.Trust me on this one. It is worth
a littleeffort to reap the big rewards!
Here are the Steps to Increasing Redemption Game
Revenues. while maintaining the perceived value alusion
with realistic cost of sales (COS) guidelines:

What Is the real value of your tickets?

Before you set the value of your redemption game
tickets there are a few facto~ that need to be first

considered. Redemption game tickets currently cost
approximately $0.00 I (III Oth of a cent) each so you
can t a.vard unlimited tickets.The ticket cost must not
be included when calculating a redemption game s
ticket payout per centage (%) or the redemption %

Chart 1 REAL REDEMPTION TICKETVALUE

Item Cost*
value

Mark-up
multiple

$1.00
$1.00

o
1.125 (12.5%)

1.15 (15%)
1.50 (50%)
2.00 (IOO%}'"
3.00 (200%)'*

$1.00
$1.00
$1.00
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No. of points
or tickets to
redeem Item

Ticket ""Iue

(cents)

Ticket Value

(dollars)

100

115 (rounded)

1.125 cent
I cent

$0.01125
$0.01

150
200
300

.75 cent
0.56 cent.
0.375 cent

$0.0075
$0.005625
$0.00375
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(COS) at the redemption prize counter. This cost has

nothing to do with the players perceived value of the

prizes he/she desires to win and just adds more
confusion to the definition. Many coin-operated game

managet'$/operators make the mistake of adding the

cost of each ticket into the calculation and this just adds

to the apples and oranges confusion within the

industry when these terms are discussed and
compared.
Players of redemption games and observers of the

players (mends and family) are now playing redemption

games year round at other game facilities throughout

the country. Redemption games are no longer exclusive

to amusement parks and arcades on the New Jersey
and CalifornIa shores. Your customers are used to

receiving a minimum number of tickets for each quarter
or token that they play in a redemption game. So the

days of awarding just a few tickets on the highest ticket

payout games and one or two tickets for the low ticket

payout games have long past.

Another practice that I have proven time and time

again is to set the ticket payout % of each redemption

game inversely to each game s entertainment value.
Entertainment value is the summation of a game s time

"Invoiced individual item cost does nor include freight
and sales tax (these are added in bulk after the sub tOt.11
of a list of individual items (pr'izes).
Assume average freight COStof 6.5% and average sales tax
Cost of 6% for a tot.11 of 12.5% that is added to each
Item s invoiced cost to estimate the real total cost of

each item (it is impossible to ca\culate the exact shipping
cost for each item as the weights and sizes of each
different item vary.
**Don t be confused with % multiplication rules:
Doubling a number is actUally 3 100% increase; Tripling a
number. is actually a 200% increase: and so on.



of play and every sensory and physical interaction that

a player encounters while playing a game (all the bells

and whistles). For example, Skee-ball has a very high

(perhaps the highest) entertainment value because the
time it takes to roll nine balls is around 30-40 seconds,

the player is physically rolling a ball up a ramp, there is

a high competition factor (as there are always several
Skee-balls banked), and there are many sensory

features (flashing lights, scores adding up). Smoken

Token is a game with a lower entertainment value,
mainly because it only takes one or two seconds to

time your coin roll into one of the cutouts on a spinning
wheel, but there are many bells and whistles in this

great game.

In order to have customers feel that they are getting
the same entertainment value from each redemption

game, the number of tickets awarded must be inversely

proportional to the game s entertainment value. It is as
simple as setting the Skee-balls at the lowest ticket

payout %, the fast token action games at a higher ticket

payout % (but not the highest), and the games with the
lowest entertainment value at the highest ticket payout

%.The trick is choosing the most efficient range of ticket
payout %s that award the number of tickets that your

customers are accustomed to winning. I like using a

ticket payout range from 15% to 4O"A>with the overall

cas average (at the redemption prize counter) for an
amusement park and FEC of 25%. Also note that the

low, medium and high recommendations that are

published in the coin-op magazines are not accurate for

many redemption games, but that is material for
another article.

Chart I shows how the point formula mark-up that

you choose determines your real ticket value. Mark-up

is the percentage that an item s cost (not including

shipping and sales tax) is multiplied by to calculate the
number of points (tickets) that are needed to redeem
that Item.

As you can see from that chart, an item invoiced at

$1.00 actually costs you $1.12.1 have yet to hear anyone

in the industry mention that if they are not marking up

the item cost that their ticket value is anything other

than I cent or a penny a point This is not true at all. It

is a shame, but they would then wrongly proceed to
calculate their cost of sales by taking the number of
tickets redeemed and multiplying that number by one

cent per ticket (instead of by 1.125) and dividing the

result by the cash equivalent of all of the revenues

collected by all of the redemption games during the i "In order to have
period. The cas is actually 12.5% higher than this i
improper calculation shows. And the cash equivalent of i customers feel
the redemption game tokens might also be in error if !
the averagetoken value was not calculated properly, i that they are
which could throw the cas calculationoff even further;

getting the same
entertainment
value from each

redemption game,
the number of

tickets awarded

must be inversely

proportional to

the game's
entertainment

value. "

in some cases.

Several years ago I started using a mark-up of 1.50
(50%) instead of a mark-up of a rounded up 1.15
(15%), which decreased my ticket value from I cent to
$0.0075. I did this so that I could decrease the ticket

payout % of each game by 25%, as the manufacturers
were producing games whose ticket payout % was 40%
to 50% so they could sell more games because the
gross revenues of these games were higher as the
customers no longer wanted to play the other games
that were set at lower ticket payout %s. I decided that
it was much easier to change the mark-up formula and
keep the same number of tickets awarded per play than
it was to disable some ofthe game features in an effort
to decrease that games ticket payout %. Note that
when you disable or eliminate some of the game
features there is a great tendency to make that game
less appealing to the customers.
I have also seen redemption counters where the item I
cost was marked up by a factor of two, three, or even!
four and the manager was still wrongly calculating the!
individual game s ticket payout %, as well as the overall '
redemption % (CaS) at the redemption counter, using
a one cent value for the tickets. Of course this makes

no sense to anybody who is analysing these numbers.
Chart 2 shows the different results that are obtained

for different ticket values and also for different average:
token values if the redemption games are being;
operated on quarter [of a dollar] play and also if the
games are operated with, for example, an average token
value ono cents per play.Many facilitiesoffer tokens for
birthday parties and groups and these discounted
tokens decrease the average token value. In order to
calculate anything meaningful, the average token value
and the actual ticket value must be measured accurately
first.

Hit frequency also plays a role In Increasing
redemption game revenues
Hit frequency (%) = [Number of wins (doesn t matter
how large or small a win is) divided by the number of ;
plays] x I00. It is critical to have a hit frequency of 100%i

...........



in all redemption game
centres where children play
as they love to win every
time. even if it is only one
ticket (sometimes referred
to as a mercy ticl<et).It also
helps game revenues to
increase by awarding at least
one ticket for almost every
redemption game.

Redemption games are no longer
exclusiveto amusementparksand

arcades on the New Jersey and California
shores, here's a prize counter typical of

that found across the USA.

Calculating the average. token value for any
game location
The average token value for

a collection period is
calculated by taking the sum
total of all cash received

from bill changer token
sales, over the counter

j token sales, cash received

from all group and birthday party tokens placed into
, the system (note that an average discount token value

must be assigned to these discounted tokens in order
to convert these tokens to cash) and dividing it by the
total tokens collected from all of the games during a
collection period. In this calculation bonus bill changer
sale tokens for large denomination token purchases (if
any). refund tokens and any free promotional tokens will
be included but counted as having a zero cash value.
For example. for a 22 cent average token value for
several different individual redemption game ticket
payout % ranges. listed in Chart 3 are the average
number of tickets that would be awarded per token play
(based on a mark-up of 50% and a redemption ticket
value of .75 cent).
The calculation in Chart 3 for a payout % of 25% was
made by first figuring out how many cents is 25% of 22
cents. The answer is 55 cents. Next we determine how

many tickets valued at .75 cent are worth 5.5 cents.This
is calculated by dividing 55 cents by 0.75 (3/4 cent).The
result is 7.3 tickets. You can check the maths by finding
the value of 7.3 tickets at .75 cents per ticket and getting
5.5 cents and then determining what % this is of the 22
cent average valued token and getting 25%. Good

! exercise!
; Chart 4 s numbers would be different at locations

where the average token value is different from 22
cents. For example. at a location where the redemption

games are operated on quarter play, the calculation
would be as shown in Chart 4.

I am hopeful that as more games and merchandise
managers as well as game operators understand the
differences between mark-up. ticket value, average token
value (or average unit credit if debit cards are being
used). entertainment value. ticket payout %.redemption
%. # of tickets per token. hit frequency. and cost of sales,
redemption game operation will take a giant leap
forward. And when we hear that a redemption game is
grossing $2,000 per week at a certain location, we
should all ask the following questions: What was the
redemption ticket value? What was the mark-up
formula? What was the average token value for that
collection period? What was the games ticket payout %?
What was the redemption % (CaS)? Was the value of
the redemption ticket and/or labor included in the cas
calculation? What were the other redemption games in
the location? What was each one of those game s ticket
payout %? Did the redemption game collection revenue
increase. decrease. or remain the same from prior
periods? Lots of important questions. When all of those
questions are answered properly, then we will all
understand if the $2.000 per week grossinggame is
special or not I just can t wait br the day when this
happens!

Frank Seninsky, affectionately known as Frank
The Crank, is president of the Alpha-Omega
Group of Companies, speclallslng In large-scale
route operations, equipment distribution,
product development, and operations
management. He serves as managing partner
of Amusement Entertainment Management,
LLC, one of the industry s top International
consulting firms. His extensive business and
engineering credentials, coupled with 33-years
of operating experience, has made Frank The
Crank a household name among many of the
Industry s most successful manufacturers
design teams. He is past (2000) president of
Amusement and Music Operators
Association (AMOA) and also
serves on the board of directors
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of the International Association
for Leisure & Entertainment
Industry (IALEI). E-mail him at '
Fsen/nsky@ao/.com, or call +1 732-
254-3773.
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